Mechanism of reducing knee adduction moment by shortening of the knee lever arm via medio-lateral manipulation of foot center of pressure: A pilot study.
Prominent conservative treatment options for medial-compartment knee osteoarthritis include footwear that reduces knee adduction moment (KAM) correlated with detrimental loads in the medial compartment of the knee, thus providing clinical benefit. The proposed mechanism by which they reduce KAM is a lateral shift in foot center of pressure (COP) and a consequent shortening of the knee lever arm (KLA), thereby reducing KAM, which can be simply calculated as KLA multiplied by the frontal plane ground reaction force (FP-GRF). The present study investigated this mechanism for a unique biomechanical device capable of shifting COP by means of moveable convex elements attached to the shoe. Fourteen healthy young male subjects underwent gait analysis in two COP configurations of the device for comparison: (1) laterally and (2) medially deviated. Average midstance KLA and KAM were decreased by 8.2% and 8.7%, respectively, in the lateral COP compared to medial. Ground reaction force parameters, frontal plane knee angle (FP-KA), and spine lateral flexion angle (SLF) did not differ between COP configurations. No study parameters differed for terminal stance. Linear mixed effects models showed that COP and FP-GRF components, but not FP-KA and SLF, were significant predictors of KLA. In addition, KLA and FP-GRF were significant predictors of KAM; although, FP-GRF did not change significantly with medio-lateral COP shift, while KLA did. This suggests that the mechanism by which the study device reduces KAM is primarily through shortening of KLA brought on by a lateral shift in COP.